CH-53K HEAVY LIFT UPDATE

36,000 lbs./16,3t
AND JOINT LIGHT TACTICAL VEHICLE (JLTV)
EXTERNAL LIFTS ACHIEVED

STRATEGIC LIFT CERTIFIED
AIR FORCE CERTIFIED FOR C-5 & C-17 LOAD

1600+
FLIGHT HOURS

>170kts
MAX SPEED

18,000ft
MAX ALTITUDE

>60°
MAX MANEUVER
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1600+
Flight Hours

>170kts
Max Speed

18,000ft
Max Altitude

>60°
Max Maneuver

First delivery to the United States Marine Corps.

DVE testing degraded visual environment testing at Yuma Proving Ground.

36,000 lbs./16,3t and joint light tactical vehicle (JLTV) external lifts achieved.

CH-53K aircraft in production.
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